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Abstract

A majority of independent voters wants to choose the alternative that better matches the
state of the world, but may disagree on its identity due to private information. When we
have an arbitrary number of alternatives and also sophisticated partisan voters exist in the
electorate, the election of the correct alternative is a real challenge. Building upon McLennan
(1998) and Barelli et al. (2017) we show that runoff voting –one of the most intuitive electoral
systems– achieves asymptotically full information equivalence. That is, when the society is
large, it can lead to the election of the correct alternative under fairly general assumptions
regarding the information structure and partisans’ preferences.

Keywords: runoff voting; information aggregation; partisan voters; Condorcet jury the-
orem.

JEL classification: D71, D72

1 Introduction

Consider a group of like-minded voters who wish to make a correct decision, but who might disagree

on which the correct decision is due to private information. These common value voters wish their

pieces of (possibly conflicting) information to be efficiently aggregated. But can they achieve their

goal by the means of simple voting procedures?
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Since Condorcet and his celebrated jury theorem we know that when the available alternatives

are only two, the society is composed exclusively of such independent voters, and voters vote

sincerely –i.e. according to their private information–, then, in a great variety of cases, the plurality

rule leads to the right outcome. Unfortunately, as Austen-Smith and Banks (1996) pointed out,

this kind of behavior is rarely an equilibrium. Fortunately, as McLennan (1998) demonstrated,

even when there is no sincere voting equilibrium, there is always an equilibrium that properly

aggregates information. This intuition has been recently shown by Barelli et al. (2017) to also

hold in environments with multiple alternatives and general information structures.

Alas, in real societies truth-seeking voters are not alone: Groups of partisan voters –i.e. indi-

viduals that support certain candidates for their private reasons– also participate in the elections.

This makes the task of the common value voters even more complicated. They need to solve not

only the information aggregation problem that they face among them, but also to overcome the

effect of partisan voters on the election’s outcome. As it should be expected, this is not possible by

the means of simple plurality voting even when the group of independents constitutes a majority:

as long as there are multiple alternatives and a non-degenerate fraction of partisan voters, there

are information structures that lead to a divided majority and to the election of an alternative

that is not the best match to the state of the world (see, for instance, Bouton et al., 2016).

This apparent deadlock has attracted the interest of economic theory. Recently, a series of

papers identified approval voting as the most efficient among all scoring rules in terms of informa-

tion aggregation (see, e.g., Goertz and Maniquet, 2011; Bouton and Castanheira, 2012; Ahn and

Oliveros, 2016). Among others, approval voting allows majority voters to surpass the obstacles

presented by the existence of partisan minorities and leads to full information equivalence –i.e.

to the implementation of the correct alternative– with a probability that converges to one as the

society grows large.1 While these results present an elegant solution to the described information

aggregation problem, they involve a voting mechanism that is not –until now– widely adopted by

collective entities; and rely on partisans behaving in an rather unambiguous manner.

In this paper we turn attention to one of the most commonly used class of electoral systems –the

runoff rules– and we investigate their information aggregation properties in general information

1Actually, Bouton and Castanheira (2012) proved that approval voting also achieves coordination equivalence
(i.e. all equilibria lead to the same outcome) in the standard divided majority framework with three alternatives
(see, e.g., Myerson and Weber, 1993).
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environments. According to the system that we focus on, voting takes place in multiple rounds,

and in each round the least voted alternative of the last round gets eliminated, until we have a

unique winner. Given that this rule involves several stages, it should provide more opportuni-

ties to the independent majority to effectively coordinate and elect the correct alternative, than

simple plurality rule (Piketty, 2000). Indeed, under very specific assumptions regarding the infor-

mation structure this has already been proven to be the case. In a divided majority framework

with three alternatives, Martinelli (2005) demonstrated that when the information structure is

precisely symmetric –and, subsequently, sincere voting is enough to lead large societies to elect the

correct alternative–, then sincere voting becomes asymptotically incentive compatible, and hence

information is aggregated efficiently.2

Notice, though, that sincere voting does not help a group of common value voters aggregate

their information efficiently in a great variety of contexts. Consider for instance, that we have

three candidates, A, B, and C, three corresponding states of the world (i.e. each candidate is the

best one in a different state of the world), and that the partisans supporting C are fewer than the

partisans of the other two alternatives. If in the first state independent voters are assigned type

A with probability one, in the second state they are assigned type B with probability one and

in the third state they are assigned type A with probability 60%, type B with probability 30%

and type C with probability 10%, then sincere voting will lead to candidate C being eliminated

from the first round whenever she is the correct candidate!3 Can runoff voting properly aggregate

information in cases like this one?

In this paper we undertake the task of providing a general answer and we show that, indeed,

runoff voting can lead to full information equivalence under general assumptions regarding the

information environment. Our analysis is the first to establish that this intuitive rule is superior in

terms of information aggregation compared to other applied rules –like the plurality rule– in the

presence of multiple partisan groups, and achieves this by employing an alternative methodological

approach that makes the study of relevant questions more efficient.

2To be fair Martinelli (2005) does not only show that sincere voting is an equilibrium, but moreover, that in this
particular setup, all equilibria of a Poisson voting model converge to sincere voting.

3In this literature (e.g. Martinelli, 2005; Bouton and Castanheira, 2012; etc.) independent voters are assigned
types randomly, and the distribution of these types depends on the state of the world. That is, the type of an
independent voter represents her information regarding the state of the world.
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First, we propose to study these questions by modifying the results of McLennan (1998) in a

way that accommodates the existence of expressive partisan voters (i.e. voters who do not engage

in strategic reasoning). The McLennan (1998) argument applies to games in which all players have

the same utility over final outcomes and can be summarized in the following way: any strategy

profile that maximizes the players’ common utility is, necessarily, an equilibrium profile as well

(see, Ahn and Oliveros, 2016, for a recent application of this approach). Evidently, all models

that consider information aggregation problems in the presence of partisan voters, cannot directly

employ this approach. Indeed, Bouton and Castanheira (2012) and Martinelli (2005) have followed

alternative paths in order to produce relevant results. We demonstrate that the McLennan (1998)

approach can be applied even when partisan voters exist by studying an “ex-ante” version of the

model that we are interested in, and by proving that these two games are strategically equivalent.

The “ex-ante” game is such that all voters share common preferences and, after they select their

strategies, nature moves and might alter their votes to each of the available alternatives with

exogenously given probabilities. This equivalence allows us to argue that if a common strategy

followed by all independent voters induces the election of the correct alternative, then a (Bayes-

Nash) equilibrium with similar properties should also exist. Utilizing recent findings of Barelli et

al. (2017) we tailor such a strategy and establish our first main result.4

We then proceed by adding in the model rational partisan voters with arbitrary policy prefer-

ences. Extending the analysis in such a direction is important since, to our knowledge, all existing

approaches consider partisan voters whose actions are unaffected by the preferences of the rest of

the voters –e.g. given their preferences and the voting rule at hand, they have a unique dominant

strategy (see, e.g., Goertz and Maniquet, 2011, Bouton and Castanheira, 2012). While this makes

sense in some frameworks, it is, arguably, a limitation that we would like to break free from: par-

tisan voters –even if they need not be as sophisticated as common value ones– may adjust their

voting behavior in response to their expectations regarding the behavior of the rest of the voters.

To accommodate the extra assumptions of all voters being rational (i.e. they best-respond to the

beliefs that they hold) and of this rationality being common knowledge (i.e. each player believes

4One should stress here that this is not the first study with a random realization of voters’ types –i.e. every
player can be either an independent or a partisan one– which establishes its results referring to McLennan (1998).
Bouton et al. (2018) also do that, but in their model common-value voters can be pivotal only conditional on all
voters being assigned to the common-values’ type. Hence, their application of McLennan (1998) is direct and does
not require the “ex-ante” version of the game proposed here.
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that all other players are rational) we require that partisan voters use rationalizable strategies (in

the spirit of Bernheim, 1984 and Pearce, 1984) and do not behave in a näıve sincere manner. Notice

that rationalizable strategies are not best responses to any (potentially unreasonable beliefs) but

involve a high level of sophisticated reasoning. Indeed, they require that the beliefs that players

have are consistent with the assumption that the other players are also rational, and hence they

are also best responding to reasonable beliefs. For instance, if a group of voters is expressive or

has a dominant strategy (e.g. if common value voters never use a particular action when they get

a certain signal), then all other partisan voters take this information into account and properly

adjust their strategies. In this richer and more convoluted setup, we still find that the common

value majority can reach efficient decisions, establishing our second result.

Our contribution is, hence, threefold. First, we demonstrate that one of the most intuitive

and widely used voting systems –runoff voting– can lead to efficient outcomes in the presence of

partisan voters under general assumptions regarding the space of alternatives and the information

structure. Second, we propose a modelling approach, which can help us explore more questions

and voting rules in this interesting environment, in a tractable and intuitive way. Finally, we

introduce for the first time instrumental partisan voters, which arguably complicates the analysis

but also makes it more relevant to settings of applied interest.

Overall, these findings combine and strengthen the case for democratic decision making: truth-

seeking majorities may achieve full information equivalence by the means of simple voting rules,

even when: a) there are many alternatives, b) the information structure is general, and c) they have

to face sophisticated minorities with complex objectives. To our knowledge this is the first paper

that makes this claim, and, probably, this is an observation of independent and wider interest.

In what follows, we first present our benchmark model –i.e. in which partisan voters are essen-

tially parametric– and results (Section 2), we then derive our main results assuming instrumental

partisan voters with general preferences (Section 3) and, finally, we briefly discuss the results

(Section 4) and we conclude (Section 5).

2 The benchmark model

The original game: We consider a society of n ą 1 individuals, given by N “ t1, ..., nu, that has
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to choose an alternative from the set X “ tx1, ..., xku through an election that is performed using

runoff voting.

Before providing formal definitions, let us briefly describe the voting process. In runoff voting

there are k ´ 1 different voting rounds, with typical round r P t1, . . . , k ´ 1u. In the first round,

each voter gives a vote to an alternative of her choosing –or abstains– and the alternative that

receives the fewest votes is eliminated. In the second round, each voter gives a vote to one of the

remaining alternatives –or abstains– and the least voted alternative is eliminated, and so on until

a unique alternative remains, which is proclaimed the winner of this procedure. All ties are broken

with equiprobable draws, though the choice of tie–break rule is completely inconsequential for our

results. After each voting round voters are only let know of the alternative that is eliminated

and not of the complete vote distribution. This is the only piece of information that the voters

need for the result to be obtained. Therefore, our results straightforwardly go through any kind

of generalization that provides more details regarding the voting outcome of each round.

The voting process can be described as a dynamic game, whose nodes can be determined by the

sequence of alternatives that have been eliminated and the voters’ prior actions. However, given

that each voter knows only the sequence of eliminated alternatives and her own prior actions, at

each round the information set of agent i contains all nodes that have followed a common sequence

of eliminated alternatives, from now on called history, and the same order of voter i’s choices so far.

Formally, all histories can be described using a k´1 dimension vector h that denotes the sequence of

the alternatives that have been eliminated so far in the order that this has happened. For instance,

a history of r ă k ´ 1 voting rounds would be of the form h “ ph1, . . . , hr, 0, . . . , 0q, where the

0s denote that no alternative has been eliminated in those rounds yet. Let Ĥ denote the set of

all histories (including those corresponding to terminal nodes where a winner has been chosen).

Moreover, the actions of voter i are described by a k´1 dimension vector ai “ pai1, . . . , a
i
r, 0, . . . , 0q,

with Âi denoting the set of all actions. An action corresponds to the alternative the voter voted

in favor of, or to abstention. It is also useful to define the set of histories and the set of actions

associated to non–terminal nodes, as these jointly characterize the set of information sets in which

a voter makes a choice. Formally, let H “ th P Ĥ : hk´1 “ 0u and Ai “ tai P Âi : aik´1 “ 0u.

Finally, an information set hi of player i is a pair of vectors h and ai, i.e. hi “ ph, aiq and a voter

has to take an action in every hi P H i :“ H ˆ Ai, which are all the information sets of voter i,
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except those corresponding to terminal nodes.

For an h “ phrq
k´1
r“1 P H, let ephq “ tl P t1, . . . , ku : l ‰ hr for all r P t1, . . . , k ´ 1uu, i.e. the set

of the subscripts of remaining alternatives in history h. This will be called an election round and

note that multiple histories may correspond to the same election round. Then, E “ tephq : h P Hu

denotes the set of all possible election rounds, when looking only at the remaining alternatives.

Given these definitions, let Ah and Ae be the set of actions available to (all) the voters in a history

h P H or in an election round e P E respectively, including abstention. Formally, Ah “ txl P X :

l P ephqu
Ť

tHu and Ae “ txl P X : l P eu
Ť

tHu, where H denotes abstention. Note that, Ah

is common for all voters for a history h, hence the set of available actions at an information set

ph, aiq P H i is Ah for all i.

In the beginning of the game, nature chooses privately the state of the world by conducting a

random draw from a multinomial distribution with support X̄ “ tX1, ..., Xku (i.e. the state of

the world Xl is drawn with probability ql ą 0): when Xc is chosen by nature, it means that the

corresponding alternative xc is the correct one.

Then, each player i is assigned a type ti. There are k ` s possible types and let the set of

all types be T “ tt1, ..., tk, tk`1, . . . , tk`su. For l P t1, . . . , ku, voters of type tl are partisans of

alternative xl and are essentially expressive. That is, they increase their utility by voting for the

alternative that corresponds to their type in as many rounds as possible. For ŝ P t1, . . . , su, voters

of type tk`ŝ are independent and enjoy a positive utility if the correct alternative wins and zero

otherwise. These voters and the main focus of our analysis.5

Each voter’s type is selected privately through an independent random draw and wpt|Xcq

denotes the probability that a random voter is of type t given that the state of nature is Xc. We

assume the following:

For l P t1, . . . , ku, wptl|Xcq “ pl for all Xc P X̄ and

For ŝ P t1, . . . , su, wptk`ŝ|Xcq “ wcpŝq such that
s
ř

ŝ“1

wptk`ŝ|Xcq “ 1´
k
ř

l“1

pl “ pI

Throughout this section, we assume that pI ą max
j,l“1,...,k

tpj´plu, which is trivially satisfied whenever

pI ą 1{2. Moreover, denote by Ăwcpŝq :“ rwptk`ŝ|Xcq the probability that a random voter is of type

5The analysis can be extended to environments where the preferences of the independent voters are such that in
each state of the world the utility they receive from each alternative being elected is different, with the maximum
utility being received when the correct alternative is elected.
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k` ŝ given that the state of nature is Xc and also given that she is independent, i.e. that her type

is in ttk`1, . . . , tk`su and let Ăwc “ pĂwcpŝqq
s
ŝ“1. Note that, for each ŝ P t1, . . . , su, Ăwcpŝq “ wcpŝq{pI .

We consider a generic type space that is rich enough with respect to the number of alternatives.

By rich enough we mean that the different types of independent voters are at least as many as

the alternatives, i.e. s ě k. The only condition on the distribution of types is that the vectors

Ăwc are linearly independent, which is a generic property given that s ě k. The different types

of independent voters essentially capture the different beliefs that independent voters might have

about the true state of the world. In most relevant studies (e.g. Martinelli 2005; Bouton and

Castanheira 2012) it is assumed that s “ k. By allowing richer type spaces we introduce the

possibility that some independent voters might have better information regarding the state of the

world than others. To our knowledge this realistic generalization of the model has been used so

far only in environments without partisan voters (e.g. Barelli et al. 2017).

Therefore, let Σi :“
ź

ph,aiqPHi

Ah, then a voter’s pure strategy σi : T Ñ Σi is a vector function that

determines the choice of voter i in all information sets hi “ ph, aiq P H i (allowing for abstention),

given the type of the voter. That is, a pure strategy σi “ pσ
hi

i qhiPHi means that voter i chooses

action σhi in information set hi. The restriction in the set of alternatives captures the fact that

voters cannot vote for an alternative that has already been eliminated and the definition allows a

voter to condition her strategy not only on type and sequence of eliminated alternatives, but also

on her own prior voting behavior. Then σ “ pσiqiPN is a pure strategy profile and the set of all

pure strategy profiles is Σ “
ś

iPN

Σi.

Note that, the fact that the type space is finite and that each type appears with strictly positive

probability allows us to consider without loss of generality that voters choose their strategy before

observing their type, i.e. they essentially choose a strategy for each type they might end up having.

Analogously, a voter’s mixed strategy µi : T Ñ ∆pΣiq describes the probability with which

voter i chooses each of her available pure strategies. That is, for some σi “

ˆ

σ
hi1
i , σ

hi2
i , . . . , σ

hi
|H|

i

˙

,

µipσi|tq denotes the probability with which voter i chooses σ
hi1
i in node hi1 and σ

hi2
i in node hi2 and

. . . and σ
hi
|H|

i in node hi
|H|, given t, whereas µiptq :“ pµipσi|tqqσiPΣi

denotes the vector of probabilities

with which each pure strategy is used by voter i given t. Given these, µ “ pµiqiPN is a (mixed)

strategy profile and the set of all (mixed) strategy profiles is M “
ś

iPN

∆pΣiq.
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It is useful here to also define behavior strategies over election rounds e P E, which take into

account only the alternatives that participate in a given election and ignore both the order in which

the excluded alternatives were eliminated and the behavior of the voter in other election rounds.

That is, a behavior (mixed) strategy of player i in election e P E denoted bei : T Ñ ∆pAeq is a

probability distribution over the possible choices in Ae in the given election round, given the voter’s

type. More generally, defining B :“
ź

ePE

∆pAeq, a behavior strategy of voter i is bi “ pb
e
i qePE P B.

Finally, b “ pbiqiPN is a behavior strategy profile and the set of behavior strategy profiles is Bn.

A crucial difference with standard mixed strategies is that in behavior strategies the actions in

different elections are stochastically independent.

The reason we have defined behavior strategies here is that in some cases it would be simpler

to characterize some strategies in the form of behavior strategies, thus essentially considering

each election round separately. However, for this to be possible and useful, there should be some

sort of “equivalence” between behavior strategies and mixed strategies. Kuhn (1953) defined two

strategies as being equivalent for some player if they yield the same payoffs to everyone for any

strategy of the other players. Given this notion of equivalence, the following result is obtained

immediately.

Lemma 1 (Kuhn (1953)) For an arbitrary behavior strategy bi P B, consider the mixed strategy

µi that satisfies µipσi|tq “
ź

ph,aiqPHi

b
ephq
i pσh

i

i |tq. Then, bi is equivalent to µi.
6

In each h P H, each voter i P N makes a choice ahi P Ah to cast a vote or abstain according

to her strategy and her prior behavior. Let V h
l “ |ti P N : ahi “ xlu| be the number of votes that

alternative xl receives in h. Then in the first round, always h1 “ p0, 0, . . . , 0q, the alternative η1

is eliminated, which is the alternative that receives the fewest votes. If there are multiple such

alternatives, then one of them is chosen uniformly at random to be eliminated. That is, for each

alternative x P arg min
lPt1,...,ku

V h1

l , η1 “ x with probability 1{

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

arg min
lPt1,...,ku

V h1

l

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

. The second round is then

h2 “ pη1, 0, . . . , 0q and the alternative that is eliminated is η2. Recursively, the r-th round is

hr “ pη1, η2, . . . , ηr´1, 0, . . . , 0q and the alternative that is eliminated is ηr. Finally, when reaching

6In fact, Kuhn (1953) showed that in games of perfect recall the equivalence holds on the other direction as
well, i.e. for all mixed strategies there exists some equivalent behavior strategy. However, the information sets over
which we have defined behavior strategies here do not allow perfect recall, as they do not take into account both
the order in which excluded alternatives were eliminated and the past behavior of the voter.
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a terminal node hk´1 “ pη1, η2, . . . , ηk´1q the election is completed and x̂v “ xephk´1q is the society’s

chosen alternative.

Hence, a mixed strategy profile µ induces a probability distribution over chosen alternatives,

xvpµq : M Ñ ∆pXq, where xv “ px
l
vq
k
l“1 and xlvpµq denotes the probability that alternative xl is

chosen by the society if the voters choose a mixed strategy profile µ. We denote by Wnpµq the

ex–ante probability that the correct alternative (the one that matches the correct state) is chosen

by a population of n agents who play according to a strategy profile µ.7

The independent voters’ utility UI : X ˆ X Ñ R depends on the chosen alternative x̂v P X

and the correct alternative xc P X, i.e. UIpx̂v, xcq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if x̂v “ xc

0 otherwise

. For a strategy profile

µ P M , the ex–ante expected utility of a voter i conditional on ending up being independent (i.e

ti P ttk`1, . . . , tk`suq is equal to EU i
Ipµq “ Wnpµq, which is the ex–ante probability of the correct

alternative being chosen.

On the contrary, we consider that partisans are essentially agents of their preferred alternative.

That is, the utility function of a partisan voter of type j is such that she votes for alternative xj

whenever it is available. On the other hand, in any election round h P H such that xj R Ah the

voter is completely indifferent among all the available alternatives, including abstention. In these

cases, we assume that the voter abstains from the election round.8 Henceforth, mj denotes the

strategy in which a voter votes for alternative xj in all ph, aiq P H i such that xj P Ah and abstains

in all ph, aiq P H i such that xj R Ah. It is apparent that this is a pure strategy with a trivial

equivalent behavior strategy. Hence, for a strategy profile µ PM , the expected utility of a voter i

conditional on ending up being a partisan voter of type j is equal to EU i
jpµq “

$

’

&

’

%

1 if µi “ mj

0 otherwise

.

Overall, the ex–ante expected utility of a voter i is equal to EU ipµq “
k
ř

j“1

pjEU
i
jpµq`pIEU

i
Ipµq.

Recall that the voter can condition her strategy on her type, and a strategy profile µ is an equilib-

rium if it maximizes the expected utility of every given voter when the other voters play according

to µ.

7Ex–ante here means that the calculation of this probability is done before the true state of the world is realized.
8This assumption will have an effect on the results only quantitatively, as it will affect the fraction of the

independent voters in the society that will be needed for a correct choice to be possible.
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The modified game: We now define a modified version of the previous game, with the

major difference being that all voters are independent, i.e. the set of types in the modified game is

rT “ ttk`1, . . . , tk`su. This means that, in principle, all of them intend to vote so that the likelihood

that the correct alternative is chosen is maximized. We will show that this modified game has,

essentially, the same equilibria as the original game. In order to keep the exposition simple, we

will redefine only the parts of the game that are substantially different between the two versions.

Consider that all n voters of society N are independent: ti P rT “ ttk`1, . . . , tk`su for all i P N .

That is, they all care to choose the correct alternative. Each voter’s type is once again selected

privately through an independent random draw and the probability that a random voter is of type

k ` ŝ given that the state of nature is Xc is now Ăwcpŝq “ wcpŝq{pI , thus equal to the conditional

probabilities defined in the original game. Hence, pure strategies σ̃i : rT Ñ Σi, mixed strategies

µ̃i : rT Ñ ∆pΣiq and behavior strategies b̃i “ pb̃
e
i qePE for b̃ei : rT Ñ ∆pAeq are all functions of the

restricted type space. Strategy profiles are defined as before and Lemma 1 extends directly to the

modified game.

After the voters choose their strategies, nature randomly censors some voters (i.e. alters their

strategies) as follows: if a voter i has chosen a strategy µi then her strategy remains µi with prob-

ability pI or her strategy is changed to ml with probability pl for l P t1, . . . , ku. The probabilities

p1, . . . , pk are the same as the probabilities of different partisan types in the original game, hence

assumption pI ą max
j,l“1,...,k

tpj ´ plu is retained in the modified game.

Importantly, although some voters might end up mimicking the strategy of partisan voters, the

ex–ante expected utility of each voter i P N in the modified game is equal to EU i
Mpµq “ Wnpµq,

i.e. all voters seek to maximize the ex–ante probability that the correct alternative is chosen.

A strategy profile (thus, also an equilibrium) of the original game is equivalent to a strategy

profile of the modified game, if for all types of independent voters the strategy of each voter in the

original game conditional on being independent of a certain type is identical to the strategy of this

voter in the modified game conditional on being of the same type. However, note that, a voter’s

choice has an effect on the outcome of the modified game only if her strategy is not changed by

nature, therefore the voters in the modified game maximize their expected utility conditional on

not being censored by nature.
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Lemma 2 A strategy profile rµ is an equilibrium of the modified game if and only if the strategy

profile µ˚, such that µ˚i ptjq “

$

&

%

rµiptjq, if tj P ttk`1, . . . , tk`su

mj , if tj P t1, . . . , ku
, is an equilibrium of the original

game.

Lemma 2 ensures that there exists a one–to–one relationship between the equilibria of the

original and the modified game. This will be useful for establishing some of our subsequent results,

because in the modified game all voters have aligned and truth–seeking preferences, despite the

fact that their realized strategies might differ. For this reason, we prove the following two lemmas

for the modified game, but it is straightforward to restate them for the original game, with the

proofs being essentially identical.

We first prove that in the modified game exists a behavior strategy such that a voter who

uses it and whose strategy is not altered by nature is more likely to vote in favor of the correct

rather than any other alternative, whenever this alternative has not been eliminated yet (Lemma

3). The result follows mainly from Theorem 2 and Corollary 3 in Barelli et al. (2017) and, in the

Appendix, we provide some clarifications on why this is the case.9

Lemma 3 For all voters i P N , there exists a behavior strategy b̂ “ pb̂eqePE such that for all

election rounds e P E and for all alternatives xl P AeztHu it holds that
s
ř

ŝ“1

b̂epxl|tk`ŝq rwlpŝq ą

s
ř

ŝ“1

b̂epxj|tk`ŝq rwlpŝq for all j ‰ l.

Note that, in the modified game the behavior strategies, thus also the one described in Lemma

3, affect the voters’ actual behavior only if they are not censored by nature. It is also clear that

an equivalent result holds for the original game, conditioning on strategies of voters who end up

being independent.

In fact, this result would be sufficient to ensure that that the argument of McLennan (1998)

is also true for runoff elections in a society where all voters are independent and seek the best

alternative, or equivalently where nature does not alter any strategy. Essentially, this happens

because if all voters were independent and more likely to vote in favor of the correct alternative

9In fact, Barelli et al. (2017) allow both the state space and the type space to be general measurable spaces,
keeping the set of alternatives finite. This generalization could also be made here. The signals in Barelli et al.
(2017) play the same role as the types in our modified game.
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(as they do with the strategy provided in Lemma 3), then as the population increases without

bound the vote share of the correct alternative should eventually become the highest in each

election round that it is still present. This, in turn, guarantees that it would be selected by a

sufficiently large society almost surely. The formal proof of this argument is a simplified version

of the proof of the following result (Lemma 4). Yet, this is not enough in the current setup, as the

presence of partisans requires that the independent voters not only support the correct alternative

more than any other alternative, but that they also overcome the discrepancies arising by the fixed

voting behavior of the partisans. However, as proven in the following lemma, a properly tailored

strategy can solve this problem.

Lemma 4 Consider a sequence of elections in the modified game in which the population increases

without bound. Then, for each n there exists a strategy profile µ̂n in which all voters choose a

common strategy b˚ such that Wnpµ̂
nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8 .

Note again that the result could also be proven for the original game, considering a strategy

profile such that all voters would vote according to b˚ when independent and according to ml.

when partisans of type tl (for l “ 1, . . . , k).

The proposed behavior strategy is essentially a convex combination of two strategies: a) voting

in favor of the alternative with the lowest expected fraction of partisans up to the point that

its expected vote-share matches the expected vote-share of the second-to-last alternative, and b)

voting according to a strategy provided in Lemma 3, which makes voting in favor of the correct

alternative more likely than any other. As the population increases, the Strong Law of Large

Numbers (SLLN) guarantees that the actual vote shares approach their expected values, which

are determined by the probabilities with which nature alters voters’ strategies in favor of each

alternative and the chosen strategy profile.

This is a strongly positive result for the voters. Namely, as long as they can counterbalance

the disadvantage of alternatives that are unlikely to be supported through nature’s intervention,

they can essentially guarantee the selection of the correct alternative in sufficiently large societies.

However, the described strategy profile does not necessarily constitute an equilibrium. Nonetheless,

notice that in the modified game voters have common preferences, therefore due to McLennan
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(1998) the existence of such a common strategy is sufficient to ensure that there will also be an

equilibrium strategy with the same property.10 Formally,

Lemma 5 Consider a sequence of elections in the modified game in which the population increases

without bound. Then, for each n there exists an equilibrium strategy profile µ̃n such that the

sequence Wnpµ̃
nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.

Yet, if µ̃n is an equilibrium strategy profile of the modified game, then by Lemma 2 we can

also characterize a corresponding strategy profile µn˚ that would be an equilibrium of the original

game. In our main result, we show that in the respective equilibrium of the original game the

probability that the correct alternative is elected goes to 1 as the population increases as well.

The result follows from the proof of Lemma 2.

Proposition 1 Consider a sequence of elections in the original game in which the population

increases without bound. Then, for each n there exists an equilibrium strategy profile µn˚ such that

Wnpµ
n˚q Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.

3 Sophisticated partisans

Extended Game: In this section, we analyze an extended version of the previous game in

which we allow non-independent voters to have more complex objectives and behavior. They are

called “sophisticated partisans” since their conduct will now be affected by how they expect other

voters to behave (hence, sophisticated), but their preferences are still state-independent (hence,

partisans). In what follows, we present only those parts of the model that are different from the

previous section. More specifically, consider a society of n individuals, N “ t1, . . . , nu, who have to

choose an alternative from the set X “ tx1, . . . , xku using runoff voting. The state space, histories,

election rounds and strategies are defined as before and the timing is the same as in the original

game. The only difference is on the types.

There are m ` s possible types, given by T̂ “ tt̂1, . . . , t̂m, t̂m`1, . . . , t̂m`su. Voters of types in

tt̂m`1, . . . , t̂m`su are again independent and enjoy positive utility when the correct alternative is

10Quoted by McLennan (1998): “If, along some sequence of voting environments, the probability of a correct
decision under any sequence of aggregators goes to one, then the probability of a correct decision under any optimal
mixed strategy will also converge to unity.”
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selected and zero otherwise. On the contrary, voters of type t̂l have a common utility function

Ul that depends on the outcome and describes the order and intensity of their preferences over

different election outcomes. Importantly, all voters are outcome-oriented and even voters of the

same type are allowed to choose different strategies.

Each voter’s type is selected privately through an independent random draw and ŵpt|Xcq

denotes the probability that a random voter is of type t given that the state of nature is Xc. We

assume the following:

For l P t1, . . . ,mu, ŵpt̂l|Xcq “ p̂l for all Xc P X̄ and

For ŝ P t1, . . . , su, ŵpt̂m`ŝ|Xcq “ wcpŝq such that
s
ř

ŝ“1

ŵpt̂m`ŝ|Xcq “ 1´
m
ř

l“1

p̂l “ pI

We consider pI ą 1{2, which is a slightly stronger assumption than the one in the previous section.

Under this assumption the results hold for any combination of preferences of the other types and

expected shares of each type in the society. Yet, this is a very conservative assumption and given

Ul and pl (for p “ 1, . . . , l) the results would hold under less conservative assumptions. The

assumption that s ě k and the linear independence of wc are again assumed to hold.

The behavior of partisan voters is considered to be more sophisticated in this section. More

specifically, both partisan and independent voters are restricted to use rationalizable strategies

(for formal definitions see Bernheim, 1984 and Pearce, 1984). That is, each voter best–responds to

some reasonable conjecture regarding what other voters’ strategies are and rationality is common

knowledge. Rationalizability is considered here at the interim stage, that is each voter chooses a

strategy for each potential type, which will be rationalizable conditional on the type realization.

On top of that, for independent voters we retain the same level of sophistication as in the original

game. That is, we consider independent voters to use strategies that are not only rationalizable,

but are also best responses to the strategies used by the remaining players.11

Because of symmetry, the set of rationalizable strategies is the same for all voters of the same

type, i.e. if some conjecture is reasonable for one voter of some type, then it must be reasonable

for all voters of the same type and the best–responses to this conjecture should obviously be the

same for all these voters, given that they share the same expected utility function. Let Rl be the

set of rationalizable strategies for voters of type t̂l and R :“ R1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆRm`s.

11Observe that, such strategies are always guaranteed to be rationalizable, as they best–respond to some reason-
able conjecture about the other players’ strategies.
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Moreover, due to the finiteness of the current game, if we consider the game’s agent normal

form representation, in which each type of each voter is considered as a different agent,12 we can

directly adopt from Pearce (1984) the following result, adapted to fit our notation:

Remark 1 (Pearce (1984)) For each type t̂l, the set of rationalizable strategies Rl is nonempty

and contains at least one pure strategy.

To avoid confusion, recall that in the original model, we have defined strategies to be chosen

ex–ante –i.e. before the realization of voters’ types– but to depend on the type realization. Hence,

each voter has been considered to choose a vector of voting decisions for each possible history and

each possible type realization. This is merely a choice that simplifies our formal analysis and,

given that types, histories and actions are finite, we could have equivalently defined strategies at

the interim stage where voters choose their strategies upon observing their type. The same can

be done here. Namely, we consider that each voter chooses ex–ante a type–dependent strategy

for all histories such that this strategy is rationalizable conditional on the voter’s type realization.

Formally, this means that µipt̂lq P Rl for all t̂l P T̂ and all i P N .

According to the above, a strategy profile µE,n is an equilibrium of the Extended Game if

µE,ni P R and EU i
Ipµ

E,n
i , µE,n´i |t̂lq ě EU i

Ipµi, µ
E,n
´i |t̂lq for all µi P ∆pΣiq and l P tm ` 1, . . . ,m ` su

and for all i P N .13

Note that, voters can choose any strategy that is rationalizable conditional on their type.

There might be partisan voters who vote in favor of some alternative in some history and in favor

of another alternative in some other history and it is even possible that two voters choose a different

strategy even conditional on being of the same type. In fact, the same type of partisan voters might

change voting strategy even in the same history depending on the size of the electorate.

In practice, for a society of size n, let mrn denote a collection of strategies for all voters that

12Usually, an agent normal form representation would treat each information set of each player as a different
agent. This is not needed here, given that a strategy conditional on a voter’s type, describes the vector of her
voting decisions in all histories.

13While this is in general more permissive than the equilibrium notion employed in the previous section, when
partisans are merely expressive –as in the original game– the two equilibrium concepts coincide. Hence, the current
extension is an unambitious generalization of the benchmark model.
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are rationalizable when a voter is of some partisan type. Formally, let

mrn “ pmrn1 , . . . ,mr
n
nq “

``

mrn1 pt̂1q, . . . ,mr
n
1 pt̂mq

˘

, . . . ,
`

mrnnpt̂1q, . . . ,mr
n
npt̂mq

˘˘

“

“
``

µ1pt̂1q, . . . , µ1pt̂mq
˘

, . . . ,
`

µnpt̂1q, . . . , µnpt̂mq
˘˘

such that µipt̂lq P Rl for all i P N and l P t1, . . . ,mu and let MRn be the set that contains all mrn.

Remark 2 For each mrn P MRn there is some equilibrium µE,n such that the voters’ strategies

are consistent with mrn, i.e. µE,n is such that mrni “
´

µE,ni pt̂1q, . . . , µ
E,n
i pt̂mq

¯

for all i P N .

Remark 2 is apparent by observing that taking mrn as given makes the behavior of partisan

voters essentially parametric and the notion of equilibrium for independent voters becomes the

same as in the original game.

In what follows, we show that for any infinite sequence of collections tmrnu, there is a sequence

of equilibria tµE,nu such that Wnpµ
E,nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8. For simplicity of notation, we provide the

formal analysis for type–symmetric collections of strategies mrn, i.e. mrn such that mrni “ mrnj ,

for all i, j P t1, . . . , nu. Given this, let yMR
n

be the set of all type–symmetric collections in MRn.

We add no further restriction on the relation between mrn and mrn
1

for n ‰ n1. Note that, the

result extends straightforwardly to the remaining cases.

Proposition 2 Consider any sequence tmrnu8n“2, with mrn P yMR
n

for all n, and a sequence of

elections in the extended game in which n increases without bound. Then, for each n there exists

an equilibrium strategy profile µE,n such that mrni “ pµE,ni pt̂1q, . . . , µ
E,n
i pt̂mqq for all i P N and

Wnpµ
E,nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.

The proof follows similar arguments as in the case of expressive partisans, as we can prove it

by constructing appropriate modified games. The main difference with respect to the previous

section is that partisan voters may use more complex strategies, than simply voting in favor of a

particular alternative or abstaining and, in fact, they may even change their strategies depending

on the preferences of other voters and on the size of the electorate. Yet, for each mrn, we can

calculate the probability ph,nk with which a partisan voter votes in favor of alternative k in history

h when the size of the electorate is n. The fact that ph,nk may change depending on the size of

the electorate, precludes us from being able to use the SLLN to prove the existence of a sequence
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of strategy profiles for which the probability of electing the correct alternative converges to 1.

Nevertheless, we can still overcome this problem, by employing a different and more constructive

approach that makes use of the Berry–Esseen Theorem. In particular, the Berry–Esseen theorem

allows us to bind the exact probabilities of average vote differences in elections within societies of

different sizes and then show that these probabilities converge to values that guarantee the survival

of the correct alternative in each election round.

This is the main issue we need to address differently. Other than this, we can proceed as before.

In a nutshell (formal proof in the Appendix), for each mrn we can define the respective modified

extended game. Each equilibrium of this modified game can be mapped to an equilibrium (in

the sense defined above) of the extended game for which partisan voters use the rationalizable

strategies described by the modified game. This proof is essentially identical to that of Lemma 2.

Subsequently, the behavior strategies of Lemma 3 are defined over histories, rather than election

rounds, as the probabilities with which the non–independent voters support each alternative might

be different in different histories associated with the same election round. Using these revised

strategies and the Berry–Esseen Theorem, we prove for the sequence of modified extended games

the existence of a sequence of strategy profiles for which the probability that the correct alternative

is elected converges to 1 as the population increases without bounds. This result is the analog

of Lemma 4, yet the analysis required is substantially different. After proving this, the result

follows immediately. A similar argument as in Lemma 5 guarantees the existence of a sequence

of equilibrium strategy profiles for which the probability that the correct alternative is selected

converges to 1 in the sequence of modified extended games. Finally, as in Proposition 1, we

establish the existence of a sequence of equilibrium strategy profiles of the extended game that

guarantees the convergence to 1 of the probability that the society elects the correct alternative.

One should note here that the assumption that partisan voters are allowed to use any ra-

tionalizable strategy is not unambiguously superior or inferior compared to assuming that they

best-respond to the actual strategies used by other players. On the one hand it proves tractable

given the proposed modification of the McLennan (1998) argument, and provides a very strong

result regarding the efficiency of runoff voting. Indeed, by studying the modified games we were

able to show that independent voters have a way to implement the correct alternative for every

rationalizable behavior of partisan voters; and such behaviors are substantially larger in number
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compared to the ones that they could adopt according to any standard equilibrium notion. On the

other hand, the asymmetries between independent and partisan voters in terms of sophistication

calls for extreme caution in the interpretation of our findings: while independent voters seem to

be able to neutralize an intuitive class of rational partians, this does not necessarily mean that

they can withstand the effect of all kinds of elaborate behaviors. That is, despite the fact that the

current approach represents a clear advance with respect to existing models in terms of generality

(number of alternatives and information structure) and partisan sophistication, one needs to bear

in mind that there are still aspects (e.g. equilibrium uniqueness, alternative partisan behavior)

that call for additional investigation.

4 Discussion

The current literature on runoff rules is primarily focused, not on the multi-round version that

we consider here, but on the two-round variant (e.g. Martinelli, 2011; Bouton, 2013; Bouton and

Gratton, 2015). Given, though, that these papers consider a three-alternative setup –in which the

sequential runoff rule coincides with the two-round runoff procedure– their discussions and results

are directly relevant to the present study. A first common observation of these studies is that the

argument that runoff voting can be efficient simply because sincere behavior of majority voters in

the first round will allow these voters to better coordinate around the correct alternative, is not

really strong. As Bouton (2013) and Bouton and Gratton (2015) argue, sincere voting in the first

round is almost never an equilibrium strategy profile. Moreover, Duvergerian equilibria in which

all majority voters discard their information and coordinate behind the same alternative exist

quite generally. Finally, as Martinelli (2011) notes, it is far from obvious that runoff voting will

achieve “completely successful information aggregation” in general setups. All these observations

show that our main result was not something that the current literature took for granted, and

hence, the value of our analysis is not only in terms of providing a formal proof, but also in terms

of providing novel insights on the asymptotic efficiency of runoff voting in general settings; about

which little was known so far.

What is also noteworthy is the fact that unlike previous studies which consider potentially

different populations of voters in each round of the voting procedure (e.g. Bouton, 2013), in
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our model we assume that the same population of voters participates in all rounds, but they are

allowed to abstain instrumentally in every round they wish to. One could argue that there are

merits in both modelling approaches –and indeed there are– but what is crucial to add here is that

our results go through even if one assumed that in each round each of the players were assigned

a new type with a non-degenerate probability. Hence, while we consider the current environment

to be suitable for the analysis of the question in hand, we note that the results still hold under

alternative and, potentially, equally plausible scenarios.

Finally, we observe that our analysis qualifies, at least partially, to single-round variations of

the runoff rule; sometimes referred to as instant runoff, alternative vote or ranked choice voting.

In specific, if we are in a standard divided majority framework (i.e. there are three alternatives,

A, B, and C; the alternatives that can be a match for the true state of the world are only A or B;

and C is supported by a minority of partisan voters who are indifferent between A and B), then

one can easily adapt our general arguments and establish that there is always an equilibrium in

which full information equivalence is achieved even under such one round procedures.

5 Concluding remarks

Beyond runoff voting –and perhaps more importantly– we have demonstrated for the first time

that full information equivalence can be achieved by a majority of independent voters in complex

environments with multiple alternatives, sophisticated partisan voters with arbitrary preferences,

and general informational assumptions. Indeed, we arrived to this conclusion by focusing on the

case in which the society employs a runoff rule for collective decisions. Our modelling approach,

though, allows us to study the performance of alternative voting rules in the same context. For

instance, it is possible to adapt the current analysis and further establish that approval voting also

leads to asymptotic efficiency in the same general environment.

Given that neither the runoff rule nor approval voting admits a unique equilibrium in general

settings (e.g. Bouton, 2013 discusses this issue of equilibrium multiplicity of runoff voting and

Goertz and Maniquet, 2011 present an example in which approval voting leads to inefficient out-

comes), it appears as the natural next step to try to compare the performance of these two rules

with respect to alternative criteria. To this end, empirical/experimental approaches could become
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valuable, as the main motivating force behind all this literature is to detect mechanisms that en-

hance efficiency in the presence of disagreements (e.g. private information) and other obstacles

(e.g. partisan voters).
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6 Mathematical Appendix

Proof of Lemma 2: Let τn “ pt
1, . . . , tnq be a realization of types in the original game and let

Tn denote the set of all possible realizations of types in a population of n voters. Given that the

draws of types are i.i.d., the probability that this particular realization is drawn is equal to P pτnq “

P pt1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ P ptnq. Now, let φn “ pf
1, . . . , fnq be a combined realization of types and nature’s

draws in the modified game defined as follows: For j P t1, . . . , ku, f i “ fj denotes a realization

for which ti P rT and the nature has altered i’s strategy to mj, whereas for j P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su,

f i “ fj denotes a realization for which ti “ tj and the nature has not altered i’s strategy. For each

voter i, f i takes values in a set F “ tf1, . . . , fk`su, which apparently has the same cardinality as T .

Then, let Φn denote the set of all possible realizations φn. As before, P pφnq “ P pf 1qˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆP pfnq.

Now, let us define Φi,j
n “ tφn P Φn : f i “ fju. Then, we can rewrite the expected utility of voter

i in the modified game for a strategy profile rµ as follows: EU i
Mprµq “

k`s
ř

j“1

ř

φnPΦ
i,j
n

P pφnqEU
i
Mprµ|φnq.

But notice that for all j P t1, . . . , ku, a realization in φ P Φi,j
n is such that the strategy of

voter i is changed to mj, therefore the respective part of the objective function cannot be af-

fected by the voter’s choice. Hence, for rµ to be an equilibrium, it should hold that rµiptjq P

arg max
µiptjq

ř

φnPΦ
i,j
n

P pφnqEU
i
Mpµi, rµ´1|φnq for each j P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su, where rµ´i means that all

players except i play according to rµ.

Similarly, for each j P t1, . . . , k ` su, let us define T i,jn “ tτn P Tn : ti “ tju to be the sets

of all realizations of types in the original game for which voter i is of type j. Recall that, in

the original game, EU ipµq “
k
ř

j“1

pjEU
i
jpµq ` pIEU

i
Ipµq, which in the current notation can be

rewritten as EU ipµq “
k
ř

j“1

ř

τ 1nPT
i,j
n

P pτ 1nqEU
i
jprµ|τ

1
nq `

k`s
ř

j“k`1

ř

τnPT i,j
n

P pτnqEU
i
Iprµ|τnq. Hence, first, it

is apparent that for a strategy µ˚ to be an equilibrium of the original game it must be that

µ˚i ptlq “ ml for l P t1, . . . , ku. That is, a voter when partisan of type l finds it optimal to play

according to ml. Second, µ˚ should also satisfy for each j P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su that µ˚i ptjq P

arg max
µiptjq

ř

τnPT i,j
n

P pτnqEU
i
Ipµi, µ

˚
´1|τnq.

Consider a strategy profile rµ in the modified game and a respective strategy profile µ˚ in the

original game such that for all i P N it holds that µ˚i ptjq “

$

’

&

’

%

rµiptjq , if tj P ttk`1, . . . , tk`su

mj , if tj P t1, . . . , ku

.
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We will show that a player i does not have a profitable deviation from rµi when all other voters

behave according to rµ in the modified game if and only if she does not have a profitable deviation

from µ˚i when all players behave according to µ˚ in the original game. The second branch of the

strategy for the original game corresponds to realizations in which the voter is a partisan of some

type tj, for which it is clear that the optimal strategy is mj. Therefore, it is sufficient to show the

equivalence for realizations of types in ttk`1, . . . , tk`su in both games.

To do that, note that there is a one–to–one function g : Tn Ñ Φn that maps to each element

(of the finitely many) of Tn exactly one element of Φn and vice versa. Namely, for each τn “

pt1, . . . , tnq P Tn there exists exactly one φn “ pf
1, . . . , fnq P Φn such that for all l it holds that if

tl “ tj then f l “ fj, and vice versa. Moreover, if gpτnq “ φn then P pτnq “ P pφnq. This is because,

on one hand the probability of a voter i being a partisan of type j P t1, . . . , ku in the original game

(ti “ tj) is the same as the probability of the voter’s strategy being altered by nature to mj in the

modified game (f i “ fj), as it is equal to pj in both cases. On the other hand, the probability of a

voter i being an independent voter of type j P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su in the original game is the same

as the probability of the voter being of the same type in the modified game and her strategy not

being altered by nature.

Take an arbitrary pair pτn, φnq such that gpτnq “ φn and observe that the actual strategies of

all players except i conditional on these realizations are necessarily the same in the two games.

This is because, each voter with a type in tl P ttk`1, . . . , tk`su in the original game has the

same type in the modified game and her strategy is not altered by nature, as f l “ fj for j P

tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su implies that tl “ tj and nature has not altered her strategy. Whereas, each

voter with a type tl “ tj P tt1, . . . , tku in the original game can have any type tl
1

in the modified

game, but for sure her strategy is altered to mj, which means that eventually both players use

the same strategy. Moreover, for all j P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su the optimal strategy of voter i in the

original game is such that µ˚i ptjq “ arg max
µiptjq

ř

τnPT i,j
n

P pτnqEU
i
Ipµi, µ

˚
´1|τnq, whereas in the modified

game is such that rµiptjq “ arg max
µiptjq

ř

φnPΦ
i,j
n

P pφnqEU
i
Mpµi, rµ´1|φnq. But notice that the equivalence

in the eventual strategies of all other voters and the fact that EU i
Ip¨|τnq “ EU i

Mp¨|φnq –as in

both cases the voter’s objective is to maximize Wn– for all pairs pτn, φnq such that gpτnq “ φn

implies that arg max
µiptjq

ř

τnPT i,j
n

P pτnqEU
i
Ipµi, µ

˚
´1|τnq “ arg max

µiptjq

ř

φnPΦ
i,j
n

P pφnqEU
i
Mpµi, rµ´1|φnq, for all
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tj P ttk`1, . . . , tk`su, and for µ˚´1 and rµ´1 defined as above. Therefore, for all tj P ttk`1, . . . , tk`su,

if µ˚i ptjq is optimal in the original game then rµiptjq “ µ˚i ptjq is optimal in the modified game and,

vice versa, if rµiptjq “ µ˚i ptjq is optimal in the modified game then µ˚i ptjq is optimal in the original

game, which completes the argument,

Proof of Lemma 3: We use the analysis in Barelli et al. (2017) to show that such a behavior

strategy exists for the first election round, call it e0, in which all alternatives participate. That is,

there exists a behavior strategy b̂ “ pb̂eqePE such that, in election round e0,
s
ř

ŝ“1

b̂e0pxl|tk`ŝq rwlpŝq ą

s
ř

ŝ“1

b̂e0pxj|tk`ŝq rwlpŝq for all alternatives xl P X and for all j ‰ l. If this is the case, consider

some other round e P E and for each ŝ P t1, . . . , su let βeŝ “
ř

xRAe

b̂e0px|tk`ŝq, i.e. βeŝ is the

sum of probabilities with which a voter would vote during e0 in favor of alternatives that do not

participate in e when following b̂. Then for each xl P AeztHu and for each ŝ P t1, . . . , su let

b̂epxl|tk`ŝq “ b̂e0pxl|tk`ŝq `
βe
ŝ

|XzAe|
, where | ¨ | denotes the cardinality of the set. This is still a

probability distribution, as we have just rearranged the probabilities calculated for e0. Moreover,

it keeps the same order in all inequalities obtained for e0 that are still relevant in e, as we still add

the same factors in both sides. Therefore, it is sufficient to show why the result holds for e0 P E.

Barelli et al. (2017) et al. consider a single round of voting and allow the state space and

the signal space (which is the analogous of the type space of our modified game) to be general

measurable spaces, with each alternative being strictly preferred than the others in some subset

of the state space. In our discrete environment, each alternative is strictly preferred by the voters

–by the independent voters in the original game, or by all voters in the modified game– in exactly

one state.

In their Theorem 2 the authors provide a condition that guarantees that the probability that

the correct alternative does not get the highest vote share goes to 0 as nÑ 8. They prove this by

constructing a strategy for which the ex–ante probability that a voter votes in favor of the correct

alternative is strictly higher than any other alternative. Subsequently, in their Corollary 3 (which

follows from their Lemma 2 when the state space and the signal space are discrete) the authors

prove that the condition that was required for Theorem 2 holds if two conditions are satisfied: (1)

The cardinality of the signal space is weakly larger than the cardinality of the state space and

this is weakly larger than the number of alternatives. In our case, the state space has the same
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cardinality as the number of alternatives, hence the requirement boils down to s ě k, i.e. the

type space in the modified game having larger cardinality than the set of alternatives, (2) If the

conditional vectors of probabilities of observing some signal given a state are linearly independent.

Here, this translates to the vectors Ăwc (of conditional probabilities of different types) being linearly

independent. In fact, these are the only two conditions we had imposed on the (otherwise generic)

type space.

Proof of Lemma 4: We start by proving that as the population increases without bound the

correct alternative does not get eliminated in any election round that participates almost surely.

Formally, let the correct alternative be xc and consider an election round e P E such that xc P Ae.

Then, let tzc,en u be a sequence of random variables, where zc,en takes value 0 if xc gets eliminated

in the election round e when there are n voters and takes value 1 if it does not. Then, we show

that zc,en Ñ 1 almost surely.

The proof is constructive, as we present explicitly the mixed strategy that guarantees the result.

In fact, we construct a behavior strategy that does so and we know by Lemma 1 that there exists

a mixed strategy that is equivalent to this behavior strategy.

Let the correct alternative be xc and consider an election round e P E such that xc P Ae and

for which Pe :“ tplulPe is the set of probabilities that a voter’s strategy is changed to ml for all

l P e, plast is the smallest element of Pe, xlast is the corresponding alternative and psl is the second

smallest element of Pe. Then, for ρ “ psl´plast
pI

and for all tk`ŝ P rT consider the following behavior

strategy:

be˚pxl|tk`ŝq “

$

’

&

’

%

p1´ ρqb̂epxl|tk`ŝq if xl ‰ xlast

ρ` p1´ ρqb̂epxl|tk`ŝq if xl “ xlast

where b̂e is the behavior strategy obtained in Lemma 3. The assumption pI ą max
j,l“1,...,k

tpj ´ plu

guarantees that ρ P r0, 1q. Recall that we consider the modified game, hence this will be the actual

strategy that the voter will follow only if she is not chosen by nature, which occurs with probability

pI . Otherwise, with probability pl (for each l “ 1, . . . , k) a voter’s strategy is changed to ml, which

means that the voter votes in favor of alternative xl if xl P Ae and abstains otherwise.

Consider a sequence of random vectors tvnu
8
n“2 where vn is a vector of length k ` 1 such that

vnplq “ 1 if voter n votes for alternative xl and vnplq “ 0 otherwise, for l “ 1, . . . , k, whereas
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vnpk ` 1q “ 1 if voter n abstains and vnpk ` 1q “ 0 otherwise. These random vectors take values

whose distribution depends on the election round and the strategies followed by the voters, which

we omit from subsequent notation. For a given election round and if all voters use the same

strategy (which we consider to be the case here) the value of each of these random vectors depends

on the choice of nature, the types and the randomization device that determines which action is

actually chosen given a mixed strategy. Note that, ex–ante all these three factors of uncertainty

are the same for each voter, therefore vi are i.i.d. random vectors.

Given this, we can also define a sequence of pk` 1q ˆ pk` 1q random matrices tdvnu
8
n“1 where

dvnpj, lq “ vnpjq´vnplq. These random matrices are also i.i.d. and describe the expected difference

in votes at the individual level. Finally, recall that tzc,en u
8
n“1 is a sequence of random variables,

such that zc,en takes value 0 if xc gets eliminated in the election round e when there are n voters and

takes value 1 if it does not. This could be restated as follows: zc,en takes value 0 if 1
n

n
ř

i“1

dvipc, lq ď 0

for all l P e and takes the value 1 otherwise, as an alternative gets eliminated if it receives the

lowest number of votes among all available alternatives.

Note that, zc,en are not i.i.d, yet the relation between zc,en and dvn guarantees that if dvnpc, lq
a.s.
ÝÝÑ

dvepc, lq for some l P e and some dvepc, lq ą 0 then zc,en
a.s.
ÝÝÑ 1. To prove this, consider a se-

quence tdvnpc, lqu
8
n“1 that converges almost surely to some positive number dvepc, lq, or equiva-

lently P

„

lim
nÑ8

1
n

n
ř

i“1

dvipc, lq “ dvepc, lq



“ 1. If a sequence satifies the equality lim
nÑ8

1
n

n
ř

i“1

dvipc, lq “

dvepc, lq, then for all ε ą 0, exists n ą 0 such that dvepc, lq´ε ă
1
n

n
ř

i“1

dvipc, lq ă dvepc, lq`ε. Hence,

given that dvepc, lq ą 0, if we consider ε̂ “ dvepc, lq{2 ą 0, there is some n̂ “ npε̂q such that for all

n ą n̂ holds that 1
n

n
ř

i“1

dvipc, lq ą 0. This in turn means that for all n ą n̂ also holds that zc,en “ 1,

hence lim
nÑ8

zen “ 1. But, P

„

lim
nÑ8

1
n

n
ř

i“1

dvipc, lq “ dvepc, lq



“ 1, hence also P
”

lim
nÑ8

zc,en “ 1
ı

“ 1, i.e.

zc,en
a.s.
ÝÝÑ 1.

Therefore, it suffices to show that (for the given strategy profile) there is some l P e such that

dvnpc, lq
a.s.
ÝÝÑ dvepc, lq and dvepc, lq ą 0. The first part follows immediately from the Strong Law

of Large Numbers (SLLN), given that tdvnpc, lqu
8
n“1 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables and

dvepc, lq is the expected value of each dvnpc, lq. The expression of the expected value depends on

which is the correct alternative and for this reason we prove it for all different cases.
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First, let xc “ xlast and xl “ xsl, then

dvepl, slq “ pI

«

ρ` p1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

b̂epxlast|tk`ŝq rwptk`ŝ|Xlastq

ff

` plast ´ pI

«

p1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

b̂epxsl|tk`ŝq rwptk`ŝ|Xlastq

ff

´ psl “

“ pIp1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

”

b̂epxlast|tk`ŝq ´ b̂
e
pxsl|tk`ŝq

ı

rwptk`ŝ|Xlastq ą 0

Second, let xc “ xsl and xl “ xlast, then

dvepsl, lq “ pI

«

p1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

b̂epxsl|tk`ŝq rwptk`ŝ|Xslq

ff

` psl ´ pI

«

ρ` p1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

b̂epxlast|tk`ŝq rwptk`ŝ|Xslq

ff

´ plast “

“ pIp1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

”

b̂epxsl|tk`ŝq ´ b̂
e
pxlast|tk`ŝq

ı

rwptk`ŝ|Xslq ą 0

Third, let xc “ xj R txlast, xslu and xl “ xsl, then

dvepj, slq “ pI

«

p1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

b̂epxj|tk`ŝq rwptk`ŝ|Xjq

ff

` pj ´ pI

«

p1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

b̂epxsl|tk`ŝq rwptk`ŝ|Xjq

ff

´ psl

“ ppj ´ pslq ` pIp1´ ρq
s
ÿ

ŝ“1

”

b̂epxj|tk`ŝq ´ b̂
e
pxsl|tk`ŝq

ı

rwptk`ŝ|Xjq ą 0

where all sums are strictly positive by Lemma 3 and in the last case pj ě psl by definition.

Therefore, we have shown that as the population grows the correct alternative is not eliminated

in some arbitrary election round almost surely.

We can now proceed to prove that Wnpµ̂
nq Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8, where recall that µ̂n is a strategy

profile in a society of n voters in which all voters choose behavior strategy b˚ and Wnpµ̂
nq is the

ex–ante probability that the correct alternative is selected by a population of n voters who vote

according to the strategy profile µ̂n. We denote by Wnpµ̂
n|Xlq the (interim) probability that the

correct alternative is selected conditional on the true state being Xl. Given this, for each n, we

have that Wnpµ̂
nq “

k
ř

l“1

Wnpµ̂
n|Xlqql. We prove the result by contradiction.

More specifically, for the result not to hold there must exist an infinite subsequence of elections

along which Wnpµ̂
n|Xcq ď 1´ δ ă 1 for some alternative xc and some δ ą 0.14 For each element of

this subsequence there must exist an election round en in which xc is eliminated with probability

14The number of alternatives is finite, hence every infinite subsequence along which the inequality holds must
have an infinite sub–subsequence along which the inequality holds for the same alternative.
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at least δ ą 0 and a history leading to en with probability at least δ ą 0. These election rounds

may differ, but given that both the election rounds and the possible histories are finite, there must

exist an infinite sub–subsequence along which xc is eliminated with probability at least δ ą 0 in

the same election e.

Overall, for the result not to hold there must exist some alternative xc, some election round

e and some subsequence of elections along which alternative xc is eliminated in election round e

with probability at least δ ą 0 when it is the correct alternative. But this means that there is a

subsequence along which zc,en is equal to 0 with probability at least δ ą 0, which completes the

contradiction, as we have already shown that for all alternatives xc P X and for all election rounds

e P E, zc,en
a.s.
ÝÝÑ 1.

Proof of Lemma 5: The compactness of the (mixed extension of the) strategy space, the

continuity of the ex–ante common expected utility of the voters in the modified game on voters’

strategies, and the finite number of types and voters guarantee that there exists a strategy profile

that maximizes ex–ante the common expected utility function of the players in the modified game.

From McLennan(1998) we have that this optimal strategy profile is also an equilibrium strategy

profile. Since the optimal strategy profile gives to the voters of the modified game at least as large

expected utility as µ̂n, according to which they all employ b˚, (by the mere fact that it is the

optimal one), and since this optimal strategy profile is also an equilibrium one, it follows that, for

every fixed n, there exists an equilibrium rµn in the modified game such that Wnprµ
nq ě Wnpµ̂

nq.

Given that Wnpµ̂
nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8, it must be the case that Wnprµ

nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8 as well.

Proof of Proposition 1: Recall that the expected utility of a voter i in the modified game

with n voters who play according to a strategy profile µ̃n is equal to EU i
Mpµ̃

nq “ Wnpµ̃
nq, hence

EU i
Mpµ̃q Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8 as well and recalling that EU i

Mpµq P r0, 1s for all µ and following

the notation of Lemma 2 it must also hold that EU i
Mpµ̃

n|φn P Φi,j
n q Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8 for all

j P tk ` 1, . . . , k ` su. Hence,
k`s
ř

j“k`1

P pφn P Φi,j
n qEU

i
Mpµ̃

n|φn P Φi,j
n q Ñ

k`s
ř

j“k`1

P pφn P Φi,j
n q “

pI as n Ñ 8. Moreover, for equilibrium strategy profiles rµn and µn˚ in the modified and the

original game respectively, we showed that
k`s
ř

j“k`1

P pφn P Φi,j
n qEU

i
Mpµ̃

n|φn P Φi,j
n q “

k`s
ř

j“k`1

P pτn P

T i,jn qEU
i
Ipµ

n˚|τn P T
i,j
n q, where

k`s
ř

j“k`1

P pτn P T
i,j
n qEU

i
Ipµ

n˚|τn P T
i,j
n q “ pIEU

i
Ipµ

n˚q. Therefore,

pIEU
i
Ipµ

n˚q Ñ pI , as nÑ 8, or equivalently EU i
Ipµ

n˚q Ñ 1 as nÑ 8, which can be rewritten as
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Wnpµ
n˚q Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.

Proof of Proposition 2: We prove the result using a series of lemmas that are analogous

to those that led to the proof of Proposition 1. Namely, Lemmas 6, 7 and 8 are the analogs

of Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 respectively. Several of those lemmas have proofs which are identical,

or essentially identical, to their analogs in the previous section. In order to avoid unnecessary

repetitions, we provide a complete proof only for Lemma 7, which is substantially different and

for the rest we only highlight the details that are different compared to their analogs. We do

the same for the part of the proof that corresponds to Proposition 1, which is also a part of this

proof. Finally, Lemma 3 still holds here and is used with a minor modification on the definition

of behavior strategies.

We are now ready to proceed to the proof. We prove the result for any sequence tmrnu8n“2,

which means that we need to define one modified game for each mrn. Namely, let us define

the mrn–modified extended game as follows: All voters are independent, i.e. the set of types is

tt̂m`1, . . . , t̂m`su and the probability that a random voter is of type tm`ŝ is Ăwcpŝq “ wcpŝq{pI .

After voters choose their strategies, nature randomly censors some voters as follows: if a voter i

has chosen a strategy µi then her strategy remains µi with probability pI or her strategy is changed

to mrni pt̂lq with probability p̂l. The rest of the game is defined just as the modified original game

of Section 2.

Lemma 6 A strategy profile rµE,n is an equilibrium of the mrn–modified extended game if and

only if the strategy profile µE,n, such that µE,ni pt̂jq “

$

&

%

rµi
E,n
pt̂jq, if t̂j P tt̂m`1, . . . , t̂m`su

mrni pt̂jq , if t̂j P tt̂1, . . . , t̂mu
, is an

equilibrium of the extended game.

The proof is essentially identical to the proof of Lemma 2, thus it is omitted. The only point

that requires some attention has to do with the choices of partisan voters.15 More specifically, in

the original game (hence, in the proof of Lemma 2) the behavior of partisan voters is a solution

to the maximization of a state–independent and non–outcome related expected utility function,

whereas in the extended game their behavior is state independent and outcome related, but need

15There are also some changes in subscripts, due to the different number of partisan types between the original
and the extended game.
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only satisfy rationalizability. The latter allows us to assign to each partisan type a specific (possibly

mixed) strategy in the extended game, without having to consider possible deviations from this

strategy. Hence, we need to consider deviations from the proposed equilibrium strategy only for

non–partisan voters of the extended game (exactly as we did in Lemma 2). This difference is taken

into account by the notion of equilibrium we use in the extended game, thus also in Lemma 6.

Moving forward, Lemma 3 is also useful here. The only modification we need to do is to

consider behavior strategies defined over histories rather than election rounds, as the strategies of

non–independent voters may be different in different histories that correspond to the same election

round e P E. Nevertheless, we can easily modify the previously used behavior strategy by defining

rb “ prbhqhPH such that rbh “ b̂ephq for all h P H, for b̂ as defined in Lemma 3, which needs no further

modification.

Lemma 7 Consider any sequence tmrnu8n“1, with mrn P yMR
n

for all n, and a sequence of elec-

tions in the respective mrn–modified extended games in which n increases without bound. Then,

for each n there exists a strategy profile µ̂E,n in which all voters choose a common strategy bn˚ such

that Wnpµ̂
E,nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8.

This result is the only one whose proof is essentially different from that of the respective result

of the previous section. If we assume for a moment that Lemma 7 holds, then the result follows

immediately. Namely, the lemma below follows:

Lemma 8 Consider any sequence tmrnu8n“2, with mrn P yMR
n

for all n, and a sequence of elec-

tions in the respective mrn–modified extended games in which n increases without bound. Then,

for each n there exists an equilibrium strategy profile µ̃E,n such that the sequence Wnpµ̃
E,nq Ñ 1 as

nÑ 8.

The proof is identical to the one of Lemma 5, using the strategy profiles µ̂E,n instead of µ̂n

and the behavior strategies bn˚ instead of b˚. Both are based on the same argument of McLennan

(1998). Now, given Lemma 8, Proposition 2 follows, with the proof being essentially identical to

that of Proposition 1.16 Hence, it remains to prove Lemma 7.

Proof of Lemma 7: Similarly to Lemma 4, we show that for an arbitrary correct alternative

xc and an arbitrary history h P H such that xc P Ah the imposed sequence of strategy profiles µ̂E,n

16Up to modifications in subscripts due to the different number of partisan types.
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satisfies that the probability that xc is not eliminated at this history goes to 1 as the population

grows. Formally, we define again the sequence of random variables tzc,hn u where zc,hn takes value

0 if xc gets eliminated in history h when there are n voters and takes value 1 if it does not. We

show that zc,hn
p
ÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8.

Proving this is sufficient to ensure that Wnpµ̂
E,nq Ñ 1 as n Ñ 8, for the same reason that it

was in Lemma 4. Namely, if we assume for the moment that zc,hn
p
ÝÑ 1 as n Ñ 8, then we show

that Wnpµ̂
E,nq Ñ 1 as nÑ 8 by contradiction.

First, recall that µ̂E,n is a strategy profile in a society of n voters in which all voters choose

behavior strategy bn˚ “ pbh,n˚qhPH and let Wnpµ̂
E,n|Xlq be the (interim) probability that the correct

alternative is selected conditional on the true state being Xl. Given this, for each n, we have that

Wnpµ̂
E,nq “

k
ř

l“1

Wnpµ̂
E,n|Xlqql.

Then, if Wnpµ̂
E,nq Û 1 as n Ñ 8 there must exist an infinite subsequence of elections along

which Wnpµ̂
E,n|Xcq ď 1´ δ ă 1 for some alternative xc and some δ ą 0. For each element of this

subsequence there must exist a history hn that is reached with probability at least δ ą 0 and in

which xc is eliminated with probability at least δ ą 0. By finiteness of H, this subsequence must

have an infinite sub–subsequence along which xc is eliminated with probability at least δ ą 0 in

the same history h.

Hence, overall there must exist some alternative xc, some history h and some subsequence of

elections along which alternative xc is eliminated in history h with probability at least δ ą 0 when

it is the correct alternative. But, this means that there is a subsequence along which zc,hn is equal

to 0 with probability at least δ ą 0, which completes the contradiction, as for all alternatives

xc P X and all h P H, zc,hn
p
ÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8. Therefore, zc,hn

p
ÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8 implies Wnpµ̂

E,nq Ñ 1 as

nÑ 8.

Let us then prove that zc,hn
p
ÝÑ 1 as nÑ 8. As explained before, the strategy that will be used

by the voters needs to be stated at the history level, as the strategies of non–independent voters

might be different in different histories that correspond to the same election round e P E. Namely,

the strategy µ̂E,ni will be based on the behavior strategy b̂ “ pb̂eqePE whose existence we proved

in Lemma 3. As already mentioned, we can easily modify the previously used behavior strategy
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to the history level by defining rb “ prbhqhPH such that rbh “ b̂ephq for all h P H, for b̂ as defined in

Lemma 3.

Moreover, note that each collection of strategies mrn –to which nature can change the voters

actual strategies– induces some probabilities each alternative is voted with, in each history h and

for each n. Namely, for each h P H, consider all pairs h̃ “ ph, aq and all pure strategies such

that σh̃ “ xk. The ex–ante probability that a voter i P N , in a society of n voters, will vote for

alternative xk in history h conditional on nature changing her strategy towards mrni pt̂lq is equal to

P pi votes xk in h|t̂l, nq “
ř

h̃

mrni pσ
h̃|t̂lq. For symmetric collections mrn P yMR

n
, we can denote this

by rh,nk pt̂lq, without conditioning also on i. Therefore, ph,nk “
m
ř

l“1

rhkpt̂lqp̂l is the ex–ante probability

that a voter will vote in favor of alternative k in history h in a society of n voters, conditional on

her strategy being affected by nature. Obviously, ph,nk depends on mrn.

Now, for a history h, a correct alternative xc P Ah and a society consisting of n voters, consider

the collection of random matrices tdvc,hi,nu
n
i“1, which describes the difference in votes at the indi-

vidual level. Given that all voters are ex–ante identical, these are i.i.d. with expected value dvc,hi,n .

Crucially though, this expected value may depend on the size of the society. Therefore we cannot

use arguments based on Laws of Large Numbers. However, we can still restate zc,hn in relation to

the sequences tdvc,hi,nu
n
i“1 as follows: zc,hn takes value 0 if 1

n

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc, lq ď 0 for all l P ephq and takes

the value 1 otherwise, as an alternative gets eliminated if it receives the lowest number of votes

among all available alternatives. But, given this restatement, the proof of the result boils down to

proving that there is a sequence tlhnu
8
n“1 such that lim

nÑ8
P

ˆ

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc,l
h
nq

n
ď 0

˙

“ 0. We will prove

this using the Berry–Esseen Theorem.

Namely, let the correct alternative be xc and consider a history h P H such that xc P Ah. Let

P h,n “ tph,n1 , . . . , ph,nk u, where ph,nlast is the smallest element in P h,n and xh,nlast is the corresponding

alternative and ph,nsl is the second smallest element of P h,n. Then, for ρh,n “
ph,nsl ´p

h,n
last

pI
consider the

following behavior strategy:

bh,n˚pxl|t̂m`ŝq “

$

’

&

’

%

p1´ ρh,nqb̂hpxl|t̂m`ŝq if xl ‰ xh,nlast

ρh,n ` p1´ ρh,nqb̂hpxl|t̂m`ŝq if xl “ xh,nlast
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Importantly, note that for
ř

l“1,...,k

ph,nl “ 1´pI and given that pI ą 1{2 we get that ph,nsl ´p
h,n
last ď

1 ´ pI ă 1{2 for all n. In fact there is some δ ą 0 (that does not depend on n) such that

pI “
1
2
` δ, therefore p1 ´ ρh,nq ě 4δ

1`2δ
ą 0 for all h and all n. Now, given the property of b̂

described in Lemma 3 and through identical calculations as the ones we performed in Lemma

4 (to show that the expected values were positive), let us define ζ :“
`

1
2
` δ

˘

4δ
1`2δ

γ ą 0, where

γ “ min
lPAh

s
ř

ŝ“1

”

b̂ephqpxc|t̂m`ŝq ´ b̂
ephqpxl|t̂m`ŝq

ı

ŵpt̂m`ŝ|Xcq ą 0. Then, we get that for each n there

is some alternative xl P Ah such that dvc,hi,n pc, lq ě ζ ą 0, where crucially ζ is bounded strictly

away from zero and its value does not depend on n. Let us denote this alternative by lhn. This

observation is crucial because it guarantees that for each n there is some alternative compared to

which the correct alternative receives strictly more votes in expectation and the difference is larger

than some lower bound ε ą 0 that does not depend on the size of the society.

Now, consider the random variable
z

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq “ dvc,hi,n pc, l

h
nq ´ dvc,hi,n pc, l

h
nq and the sequence of

random variables t
z

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nqu

n
i“1. The elements of the sequence are i.i.d. as well, as we have just

subtracted from each random variable their common mean. The latter guarantees that the new

mean is equal to zero. Moreover, it is apparent that they have strictly positive variance σ2 that is

also bounded away from zero for all n and finite third moment κ bounded above by 1.17 Therefore,

by Berry–Esseen Theorem we know that there is some C ą 0 such that for all x it holds that
ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

P

¨

˝

n
ř

i“1

{

dvc,hi,n pc,l
h
nq

n

?
n
σ
ď x

˛

‚´ Φpxq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď Cκ
σ3
?
n
, where Φ is the cdf of the standard normal distribution.

Then,

0 ďP

¨

˚

˚

˝

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq ´ dv

c,h
i,n pc, l

h
nq

n

?
n

σ
ď x

˛

‹

‹

‚

ď Φpxq `
Cκ

σ3
?
n

, for all xñ

0 ďP

¨

˚

˚

˝

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq

n
ď x

σ
?
n
` dvc,hi,n pc, l

h
nq

˛

‹

‹

‚

ď Φpxq `
Cκ

σ3
?
n

, for all xñ

17The random variable
z

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq has the same variance as dvc,hi,n pc, l

h
nq, as they differ by a constant. Yet, the

latter takes values in t´1, 1u by construction and we know that it has a strictly positive mean, which guarantees

that the variance is strictly positive, unless of course if dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq “ 1 for all i, in which case the result holds

trivially. The fact that dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq P t´1, 1u is also sufficient to guarantee that κ ď 1.
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0 ďP

¨

˚

˚

˝

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq

n
ď 0

˛

‹

‹

‚

ď Φ

ˆ

´

?
n

σ
dvc,hi,n pc, l

h
nq

˙

`
Cκ

σ3
?
n
ñ

0 ďP

¨

˚

˚

˝

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq

n
ď 0

˛

‹

‹

‚

ď Φ

ˆ

´

?
n

σ
ζ

˙

`
Cκ

σ3
?
n

where the third inequality is obtained by substituting x “ ´
?
n
σ
dvc,hi,n pc, l

h
nq and the last inequality

holds because dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq ě ζ ą 0.

But, note that since the last inequality holds for all n and lim
nÑ8

”

Φ
´

´
?
n
σ
ζ
¯

` Cκ
σ3
?
n

ı

“ 0, by

Squeeze Theorem we get that it must also hold that

lim
nÑ8

P

¨

˚

˚

˝

n
ř

i“1

dvc,hi,n pc, l
h
nq

n
ď 0

˛

‹

‹

‚

“ 0

which completes the proof.
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